ABSTRACT. Using LePotier's vanishing theorem, we establish a lower bound on the rank of nontrivial free differential complex in terms of the dimension of the support for its cohomology. Our bound specializes to the one predicted by the syzygy theorem of Evans and Griffith.
1. Preliminaries. For M G 9A we shall write suppM = {p G Spec A | M p ^ 0}, where M p denotes localization at p. The set suppM is C -invariant and Zariski closed in Spec A. Let SuppM = suppMD Proj A. If we interpret suppM as C *-invariant, affine variety in C n , then SuppM is the space of one dimensional subspaces contained in suppM. If suppM has codimension k in C n , then there exists a codimension-one subspace H of C" such that suppM H H has codimension k in H. By induction, there exists a vector space E C C n with dimE-k, such that En suppM -{ 0}. Let S denote the category of coherent sheaves on Proj A rc P n_1 . There is the standard and exact functor F: fM" -» S ( [5] The argument is completed inductively using the exact sequences:
obtained from short exact sequences of vector bundles splitting the extension V s >-+ V s +\ h-, »d (V m+l PROOF. V m +i is negative for / > 1 since it is a direct sum of negative line bundles. Since d(V m +i+\) is a sub-bundle of V m +; and negativity is inherited by sub-bundles (see [6] , p. 87), the claim follows.
The sought inequalities follow now from the LePotier vanishing theorem ( [6] , p. 84). .3) gives estimates coinciding with those implied by the syzygy theorem ( [3] ). If n < 4, then (2.3) together with its dual yield that rankM; > (fj-they solve the Horrocks Problem.
